
It’s well documented that some-
thing to the effect of 90 percent
of this nation’s bowhunters live

in the “East,” an elastic geographic
location taking in the Midwest and
Prairie States for those living farther
west.  No matter the exact bound-
aries, the East spells whitetail deer.
Vast throngs of bowhunters spend
their free time pursuing North
America’s most popular big game
animal from a treestand of some
sort.  Treestands have also become
popular in the West, with more
bowhunters than ever taking to trees
in an effort to fulfill dreams of a tro-
phy elk or mule deer.  Perhaps this is
also because the average bowhunter
today is growing older, demographi-
cally situated somewhere in their
mid fifties.  They say with age comes

wisdom, and the average
bowhunters’ attitude toward
remaining perched in trees for hours
on end has begun to change dramat-
ically.        

I don’t think I’m alone when I say
that while considering a new tree-
stand, comfort has become my num-
ber-one priority.  I used to sit or
stand on mere branches or in tree
forks, on 2x4s tacked across handily-
spaced tree trunks, or at least on the
cheapest, most compact stands
available.  It’s a wonder I never fell to
my death (this was before safety har-
nesses became a religion).  Today,
even economy treestand models are
much more comfortable than ever.
This comfort often comes with a
price, though.  

The most comfortable stands
normally come with larger
dimensions.  Comfort-giving
arm rests, foot rests, thick
cushioning, and back sup-
port – as examples — all cre-
ate added weight.  This can
become a hassle if you must

tote your stand into remote hunting
grounds, as well as proving more
cumbersome while dangling from
the side of a tree attempting to get it
situated just so.  Still, stand manu-
factures have become adept at using
stronger, lighter materials and smart
engineering to make even bigger
stands lighter than standard tree-
stands of old. 

But which treestand models are
absolutely the most comfortable of
all, providing recliner-like coziness
while waiting those long, cold hours
in hopes of ambushing a trophy
whitetail buck?  That’s what we at
ArrowTrade set out to discover.
While attending the latest Archery
Trade Association Show we asked
each manufacturer to choose their
most comfortable stand models, and
then tell us why bowhunters will find
them so comfortable.  Here are the
results.     

Ameristep
Ameristep’s Lucy Pereira imme-

diately took me to the-company’s
new Team Realtree
Skyscraper 22-foot
ladder stand as an
example of how
c o m f o r t a b l e
today’s stands have
become.  This
stand is fully
loaded for painless
all-day waits.  This
includes fold-away
arm rests at each
side of a recliner-
like seat with sling
bottom and back-
rest, plus cup and
zippered gear hold-
ers found in the
silent-cloth side
pockets at each
flank of the heavily-
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Ameristep’s Lucy Pereira (below) picked that compa-
ny’s Team Realtree Skyscraper 22-Foot Ladder as the
most comfortable treestand from a wide array of mod-
els. The stand includes extras such as armrests, cup
holders and gear pouches, in addition to a highly com-
fortable padded, recliner-like seat. At left, it’s shown
erected in the near corner of the Ameristep booth, tow-
ering over the rest of the firm’s ATA show floor exhibit.



padded seat.  “Convenience is com-
fort,” says Pereira, and this stand cer-
tainly provides that.  Ladders have
emerged as the stand of choice with
many of today’s aging hunters, not
only for comfort, but also for all-
important safety. 

The platform is a generous
28x37.8 inches, the seat 15x15 inch-
es, with an 8-inch backrest.  The
complete stand system weighs 85
pounds and has a weight limit of 300
pounds.

Big Game Treestands
Big Game Treestands represen-

tative, Billy Hudalla, also picked a
ladder stand as that company’s most
comfortable.  The Executive CR4200
is brand-new for 2007, including a
height of 16 feet to the shooting rail.
At the forefront of this stand’s com-
fort is a 14x24-inch Flex-Core
Technology seat, a feature found in
no other stand model, plus a 1-inch
thick padded backrest.  The front
and rear edges are set lower than the
center point, so corners do not cut
off circulation.  It also includes quiet
cloth covering a foam core, and
bungee lacing that gives to adjust to

individual hunters.  This allows all-
day comfort during those long rut-
hunt visuals.  The seat can be flipped
up and out of the way for shooting
while standing.  It includes three lad-
der sections with snap-pin locks, a
26-inch square foot platform, 19-
inch seat height and 300-pound
weight rating.  The stand weighs 80
pounds and can be set up on trees as
small as 9 inches in diameter.  The
padded shooting/safety rail quickly
swivels up and out of the way for
archery hunters.

The Revolution is also new
for 2007, and certainly worth a hard
look.  This 16-foot ladder includes a
380-degree swiveling, heavily-
padded “captain’s chair” with arm
rests.  The round 36-inch diameter
foot platform allows the hunter to
turn any way he or she needs to get
off a quick shot; silently via heavy
nylon bushings.  The seat cushion is
19 inches wide, 17 inches tall and 2
inches thick.   The stand has the
same weight capacity as the
Executive, and will set up on the
same diameter trees, but weighs
more, at 110 pounds.    

Cougar Claw
Cougar’s Bubba Prowler

is an improvement on the
company’s popular Cougar’s
Den II Prowler in terms of
pure comfort.  The “Den”
offers a very desirable com-
bination of portability and
all-day comfort in a climb-
ing stand.  It’s designed to be
set up fast yet allow the
comfort needed for long
stays, with maximum
adjustments to fit individual
needs and trees.  The dense
foam seat includes armrests,
which also serves to make
climbing easier in sit-and-
stand style.  The underside
of this seat includes criss-
cross webbing to head off
“fanny fatigue,” plus a stor-
age pouch beneath to keep
gear out of the way yet
handy.  

The Bubba is the newest
addition to this same

Prowler line.  The top piece is 2 inch-
es wider and 3 inches longer, with a
base climber that is 3 inches longer
and designed for bigger hunters.
This also allows more wiggle room
for added comfort.  To compensate
for the larger top rails, it comes with
a climbing strap.  The Bubba
includes 25.25x38-inch wide dimen-
sions and a “barber-chair” like T
footrest.  The light 22.5-pound stand
has a load rating of 300 pounds.

Gorilla Treestands
The zero-G Seat is at the core of

Gorilla’s new line of ultra-comfort-
able treestands.  There are five new
stands to choose from that sport this
technology, including two climbers,
two hang-ons, and a ladder.  The all-
new Pro-Series Greyback Deluxe
Hunter is easily the company’s most
comfortable climbing model, also
including the all-new zero-G sus-
pended cushion seat for maximum
comfort.  There are no straps or bars
to cut and irritate, but multi-layered
foam padding for an air ride during
those long hours on stand.  The two-
season hunter can quickly position
the shooting & safety rail to tilt up for
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Billy Hudalla demonstrates the comfort
of Big Game Treestand’s 16-Foot Executive
Ladder stand by taking a load off during
the hectic 2007 ATA Show. The Flex-Core
Seat is at the center of its comfort, a
design that promises not to cut off circula-
tion during a long wait on stand.

Cougar Claw stands have proven themselves as
models that are extremely easy to set up, and have
feather-light mass for easy packing. The  Bubba
Prowler takes that proven design and gives it bigger
dimensions for greater comfort.
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a rifle rest, or down for unimpeded
bow shooting.  Zippered pockets to
each side of the seat and beneath
the armrests allow bowhunters to
stash important gear such as grunt
calls close at hand.  Other features
worth mentioning to customers

include the nifty
SilenTech Coating, a soft
“crinkle” finish that cuts
glare and in conjunction
with Timber Scape2 pat-
tern seat camouflages
the stand better.  Gorilla
Grip Pivoting Arms
assure safety in the
trickiest trees.  The 22-
pound stand holds 300
pounds with an 18x30-
inch platform and 21x34

top section.  
The Pro-Series

King Kong hang-on
offers the same all-
day comfort in a
f i x e d - p o s i t i o n
option, including a
padded back rest
and zero-G Seat,
SilenTech Coating
and Timber Scape2
camouflage. The
chair also includes
padded arm rests.
The 20-pound stand
holds 300 pounds,
includes 24x30-inch
platform, 18x14-inch seat and
21-inch seat height.  It straps
onto any tree with a stout nylon
web that is easy to hook up and
remove, while also proving
highly safe.

Older bowhunters will
appreciate the new Kong MX2
easy-climb ladder stand.  This
16-foot tall, 50-pound ladder is
a snap to set up but rock steady
once locked down.  The
19.5x15-inch zero-G Seat
and padded armrests,
plus padded shooting and
safety rail, assures you’ll
get cold or hungry long
before your rear gets sore.
Other safety features
include a 17.5x21-inch

foot platform.

Hunter’s View
The Bighorn Ram is a stand

Hunter’s View Vice President of
Marketing & Product Design says is
that company’s most comfortable.
Rick Berger says, “The full-suspen-
sion seat is big and comfortable.
This is the perfect all-day stand, and
the seat folds all the way back when
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Continuing the Legendary Success 
of the AMS Retriever, AMS Bowfishing
Now Introduces the Retriever Pro— 
the Simplest, Fastest and Most Durable
Bowfishing Reel Ever!

• Completely NEW
Mounting System!

• Telescoping Clamp
For Perfect
Positioning &
Quick Removal!

• Integrated Arrow Quiver!
• Fast, Simple and Zero Drag!

Check it Out Today!

Gorilla’s new Pro-Series Greyback Deluxe Hunter is a
climber made for all-day hunting. The “zero-G” suspend-
ed cushion seat offers ultimate comfort, with extras such
as side storage pockets, padded armrests and reversible
shooting/safety rail for gun or bowhunting convenience.

Rick Berger is in charge of
designing the Hunter’s View
treestand models. He points
to the Bighorn Ram as the
ultimate in comfort; offering
a full-suspension seat that
folds out of the way if needed
and big dimensions for all-
day comfort.
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you need it to.”  
More specifically the open-

fronted Bighorn Ram’s web-suspen-
sion, 20-inch-high seat includes
padded camo armrests, in addition
to 10x18-inch foam-padded camo
seat (Sniper Camouflage) and 12x21
backrest.  The 24x34-inch mesh plat-
form includes a built-in footrest and
extends all the way to the tree to
make more useful space while the
seat is folded up.  The stand secures
to most trees top and bottom with
claw ratchet straps and has a three-
position adjustable tree brace.  The
24-pound steel-construction stand
includes backpack straps and holds
up to 300 pounds.        

Innovative Treestands
Innovative’s The Leveler offers

utmost versatility in the most
crooked, uncooperative trees.  They
let you hunt any tree you want with-
out the danger of crooked stands
that can cause you to fall out.  The
patented design allows total leveling
of the fixed-position stand through

four main telescoping tubes, two at
the base, another two under the seat,
each independent of one another.
Each is adjustable in 1-inch incre-
ments and lock in place with a
spring-loaded pin.  An additional
three slots under the seat allow the
base cables to be positioned for
additional leveling.  The seat may
also be raised or lowered from 18 to
28 inches via a pop-in spring pin.
The seat folds up during these oper-
ations to stay out of the way.
Remarkably, the entire stand weighs
only 9.5 pounds.

New for 2007, The Mag Leveler
simply transforms this ingenious
stand model into larger 23x32-inch
dimensions.  It gains a pound in the
process, but is a small price to pay
for more maneuvering room and the
comfort of a larger padded seat.      

Loggy Bayou
Loggy Bayou’s Douglas Marcus

says older guys, among whom he
includes himself, have begun to seek
more comfortable ladder stand

models.  He points to the new Big
Daddy Ladder as an obvious choice.
These stands provide exceptional
value in a stand so loaded with fea-
tures.  The huge 24-inch-wide seat is
heavily padded and covered in
Mossy Oak Break-Up camo.
Eighteen- and 21-foot stand heights
are measured to this seat, not the
shooting rail.  The padded shoot-
ing/safety rail is micro adjustable
and pivots and locks up 180 degrees
for bowhunting.  The seat flips up
instantly, and silently, and the foot
platform extends all the way to the
trunk for added safety while stand-
ing.  The 18-foot Big Daddy weighs
60 pounds and includes an
18.5x14.5-inch foot platform. The
seat is seat 24.5x17.5 inches. This
stand has a 300-pound weight
capacity.  The 21-foot BD includes
like dimensions but gains only 5
pounds in the process.     

For bowhunters looking for
more portability, but unwilling to
sacrifice comfort, Marcus suggests
the Big Daddy Hang-On.  This fixed

Circle 202 on Reader Response Card
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stand includes a 9x22-inch seat, and
22x32-inch platform in a 17-pound
package that will hold 300 pounds.
The camo padded sling seat includes
armrests for complete comfort on
long waits, or customers can choose
a hammock-style net seat (without
armrests).  All pivot points include
“No-Squeak” bushings for bowhunt-
ing silence.

Lone Wolf 
Portable Treestands

Lone Wolf stands have long been
my personal favorites due to ease of
set-up, absolute silence and a high
degree of stability.  And, no, I’m not
on their pro staff, I just like a good
stand.  Jeff Weaver, Lone Wolf’s Vice-
President and new Co-Owner, when
pressed to pick just one model, final-
ly decided on the Sit & Climb
“Combo” Alpha climbing stand for
the ultimate in comfort from their
line.  

This has much to do with the
stand’s two-panel padded camo
sling adjustable seat.  There are no
hard bars beneath the seat to cut

after hours on stand.
The wide support
straps slide for recline
adjustment when cus-
tomers really settle in.
The stand also is highly
portable at only 18
pounds.  It includes a
huge 19.5x30-inch one-
piece cast aluminum
platform (hence Lone
Wolf’s remarkable
silence; no bolts or
seams), fully adjustable
Sit & Climb bar, a bow
holder molded right
into the stand platform,
back straps, and a 350-
pound load rating.  It
fits trees from 6 to 19
inches in diameter.
Support straps cinch
tight to create a rock-
solid platform after cus-
tomers are in place.

Millennium 
Series Treestands

At the core of Millennium’s com-
fort in all of its three primary models
is the Textiline contoured Sling Seat.
It is constructed from a single piece
of Textiline-material that appears
more like a comfortable, full-support
camp chair than something normal-

ly found on a treestand.
The non-stretch poly-
ester material is UV,
moisture and scent
resistant, and secured
by a pair of 1-inch poly-
ester straps.  Its overall
design includes only
two parts; one is a spe-
cial cam-lok “female”
receiver you secure
around the tree with
the strength of link
chain, the other is a
one-piece folding stand
with “male” receiver
arm that slips into the
receiver before each
hunt.  This allows plac-
ing several inexpensive

receivers around a promising site to
accommodate any wind direction, as
well as alleviating the fear of theft in
public areas.  This amount of com-
fort has seldom been so easy to set
up and carry, as its aluminum con-
struction allows for a feathery 14.5-
pound payload.  For this weight cus-
tomers receive a 20x38-inch plat-
form with all-welded seams for
silence that easily holds up to 300
pounds.

This special contoured sling seat
is also found in 20-foot Single Ladder
and 17-foot Double Ladder models.    

Ol’ Man Outdoors
Ol’ Man’s Alan Ritche picks the

Grand Multi-Vision as the compa-
ny’s most comfortable.  This is a big-
ger stand than the company’s stan-
dard Multi-Vision, with a 3-inch
wider top and now including bowed
side bars to give customers more
room while sitting.  The padded
Vision bar tilts downward, instead of
up to create a gun rest, to give
bowhunters a more unobstructed
front while shooting a bow.  This ver-
sion weighs a pound more, about 19

Douglas Marcus works for Loggy Bayou and says older hunters have
begun to choose ladder-stand models in greater numbers for greater
comfort and safety. To this end he chooses the Big Daddy Ladder (also
available in a highly comfortable Hang On model) for “older guys.”

Lone Wolf has new owners, including co-owner Jeff
Weaver. Weaver poses with the Sit-N-Climb “Combo”
Alpha climber, pointing to the stand’s sling seat and back-
rest, which have long provided bowhunters all-day com-
fort during those long days of the whitetail rut.
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pounds, than the open front or Ol’
Man Bar versions.  The ComforTech
Seating System seat is made of net-
ting, creating a soft hammock-style
seat that allows hours of cramp-free
sitting. This seating platform
includes 24x42-inch dimensions,
actually larger than the 18x32-inch
standing platform. The weight
capacity is 275 pounds.    

Rivers Edge
River’s Edge has established

itself as a ladder-stand expert.  That
is why it’s no surprise that Dave
Hanson, Press Relations for Rivers
Edge, chooses the 17’ Double Buck
Extreme as the company’s most
comfortable.  This stand, in fact,
offers what the company calls
“Extreme Comfort.”  This is a two-
man ladder stand that includes an
extra-large, full-mesh two-person
platform, flip-up style, and remov-

able, padded bench seat
with padded backrest.
For older hunters taking
to the field with a com-
panion a stand like this
certainly adds an extra
measure of security, but
even without a partner
this stands gives cus-
tomers room for a lunch
and Thermos, all within
easy reach.  That’s some-
thing that makes a long
sit that much easier.  The
camo-padded shoot-
ing/safety rail flips back
quickly for archery
shooting.  The dual ratch-
et-strap tree mounting
system also includes
safety tie-off ropes for
added stability.  Height to
shooting rail is 17-feet, 7
inches, the platform
measuring 26x40 inches.
The 92-pound stand
holds up to 500 pounds
safely and allows easy
installation of acces-
sories such as a
Camouflage Curtain or
Universal Tree Stand
Canopy.

Lone bowhunters
might prefer the

Woodsman Series of ladder stands.
The 17’ Woodsman XL Extreme and

Extreme includes heavily padded
backrest seats with 17-inch high,
flared-out arm rests for added room.
The seats flip up for shooting while
standing and the stands include
padded shooting/safety rails.  The XL
Extreme weighs 75 pounds with a 26-
inch square platform, the Extreme 66
pounds with a 20x24.5-inch platform
and slightly narrower seat.    

Strong Built
Strong Built’s Keith Bruce is

quick to suggest the Sling Seat
Chain-On with Shooting Rest for
top-notch comfort.  “This is by far
our most comfortable.  If that’s what
you’re looking for, that’s the one I
pick.  The Sling Seat is also available
in a ladder stand option, for those
looking for easier access.”

Due to all-steel construction the
stand weighs 32 pounds, a bit heavy
for a lock-on that only holds 250
pounds, but remember we’re looking
for comfort here.  This stand certain-
ly delivers on that front, the 3-inch-
thick camo Sling Seat suspended on
extra-wide nylon webbing top to
bottom through the heavily-padded
seat pad and backrest.  The 18x35-
inch base includes an integrated tilt-
ed footrest.  The shooting/safety rail
is padded and flips up and out of the
way for bowhunting.  Two-point
anchoring, via a top chain and bot-
tom ratchet strap, makes it immov-
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Denise Kubica poses in the comfortable Sling Seat
Chain-On from StrongBuilt. The stand also comes in a
ladder-stand option with the same features, including
all-steel construction, tilted footrest, large 18x35-inch
platform and foam-padded camo seat.
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ably solid once set.  The ladder ver-
sion is 15 feet tall in three sections
and weights 65 pounds.  It has a
greater weight capacity, at 300
pounds.    

Summit Treestands
Cecil Carter has been in the

bowhunting industry as long as I can
remember.  He was excited to show
me the all-new Summit Ultimate
Viper SS sit/stand climber.  This
thing is so feature packed I hope I
can remember everything.  Let’s see:
It includes a fully-adjustable gun
rest/safety rail, a thick camouflage-
covered platform comfort mat
(which also insulates against cold),
padded armrests, and a custom
camouflage wrap-around blind
that’s easy to deploy and store.  

This stand also includes a Next

G1 Camo Surround Seat, a heavily-
padded sling seat that completely
supports customers, even on the
sides, for all-day comfort.  This sys-
tem also employs integrated pouch-
es to help keep gear out of the way
but also within easy and instant
reach.  Carter suggests these pockets
would make great places to stash
chemical warmers for cold-weather
comfort.  This gives customers
ground-blind-like concealment to
fool wary whitetail in a treestand,
while easily allowing them to shoot a
bow unimpeded; even an exclusive
climbing bar that swings down and
under for open-front shots.  The
stand blind helps block a cutting
wind on a nasty day for greater heat
retention.  These stands also come
with Summit Skin (SS), a new, tough
sound dampening laminate includ-
ing a Next G1 topcoat and automo-
tive-grade adhesive for total silence.   

The complete outfit weighs only
26 pounds because the stand itself is
made of aluminum.  It accommo-
dates bowhunters to 300 pounds,

and trees from 8 to 20 inches.  The
platform is 20x36 inches, the seat
frame 19.75x26.5 inches; with a
12x18-inch seat base and 12x20-inch
backrest. 

T-Buck Treestands
This industry newcomer has

developed several features never
seen before in any treestand.  It pro-
vides nearly effortless one-man set-
up, a level of safety simply not
offered by many other stand sys-
tems, and flexibility for changing
hunting situations.  

The “First-Step, Every Step”
patented system assures customers
are completely safe from the minute
they leave the ground to the time
they install themselves to hunt.
Unique Hook & Climb connections
allow customers to quickly hook a
safety harness to the ladder during
installation and while hunting.  The
sections of the stand are snapped

Cecil Carter has been a bowhunter as long as nearly anyone in the industry. He is quick
to point out Summit’s Ultimate Viper SS climber when asked about comfort. It includes a
wrap-around sling seat with storage pockets that can also hold chemical warmers, an
insulating foot pad, and camouflage skirting that besides disguising hunters helps cut
the wind.

Ameristep
(810) 686-4035
www.ameristep.com

Big Game Treestands
(800) 268-5077
www.biggametreestands.com

Cougar Claw Tree Stands
/ TGM Inc.
(251) 943-1901
dpainc@gulftel.com

Gorilla, Inc.
/ Eastman Outfitters
(877) 685-7817
www.gorillatreestands.com

Hunter’s View Ltd.
(309) 690-0000
www.huntersview.com

Innovative Treestands, Inc.
(815) 725-7268
Scott@InnovativeTreeStands.com

Loggy Bayou Treestands
/Hunting Products Research, Inc.
(870) 881-9778
www.loggybayou.com

Here’s Where To       
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together; safety X-Brackets adjusted,
and then leaned against the tree.
The bottom is secured while still
standing on the ground.  Users then
hook up a full body harness and
begin climbing.  The Hook & Climb
system allows each remaining ladder
section to be secured while moving
up.  A trolley system then effortlessly
raises the platform to the desired
height via pulleys and allows it to be
secured anywhere along the ladder
height.  The hunter then secures the
solid-steel platform to the tree and
ladder frame.  The platform is a spa-
cious 31x39 inches and includes a
20x24-inch floor hatch for safe
access and a no-slip T-Tread surface.
The stand is weight rated to 300
pounds.  Customers are 100 percent
safe during the entire operation, an
important consideration for older
hunters taking to the field alone.         

The Total Buck System is offered
in 15 Foot Complete System or 20

Foot Complete System form, includ-
ing required ladder sections, T-Buck
Platform and Basic Seat (a camo
sling design).  Five Foot Extension
lengths are offered.  Other acces-
sories for added comfort include
Skyline Camo Blind Kit to cut wind,
Bow Hunter Roof (camo) to keep
rain off, Camera Mounts, Swing Arm
Bow Holder and Adjustable Arm Bow
Holder, Comfort Cushion, Swivel
Seat and Deluxe Padded Seat with
armrests, thick foam padding and
backrest.

In the process of researching this
piece a long-time friend in his late
50s, with plenty of big bucks under
his belt, a name you would likely rec-
ognize admitted that during a
bowhunt this past fall he arrived at a
prime stand site only to discover that
he couldn’t climb the tree.  He said it
wasn’t because he was physically
unable to climb the tree, mind you,
only that after accessing the situa-

tion for several
minutes he simply
decided it wouldn’t
be safe to do so.  He

admitted that only five years ago he
wouldn’t have given it a second
thought.  Bowhunters are getting
older.  With this age comes joints
that don’t flex as easily, muscles that
respond more sluggishly than
before, plus a simple adversity to
taking chances.  Needless to say,
these hunters also seek comfort.

Even those still able to scramble
up and down trees like monkeys
have begun to take their sport more
seriously.  All-day visuals are no
longer the property of only the
obsessed and hard-core.  Every
bowhunter seems obsessed with
killing bigger bucks these days, will-
ing to put forth more effort and time
than ever before.  Comfort is mani-
fest to making that task easier, even
fundamentally possible at all on a
certain level.  Comfort sells to every
demographic of the bowhunting
community.  Make a good percent-
age of your treestand inventory
stands of this class and you will find
this to be true this year.

Lone Wolf Portable Treestands
(309) 691-WOLF (9653)
www.lonewolfstands.com

Millennium Series Treestands
/ Hunting Solutions, Inc.
(601) 932-5832
www.huntingsolutionsusa.com

Ol’ Man Treestands
(888) 656-2606
www.olmanoutdoors.com

Rivers Edge Treestands/ Ardisam, Inc.
(800) 450-EDGE (3343)
www.ardisam.com
info@ardisam.com

StrongBuilt, Inc.
(318) 749-3303

Summit Treestands, LLC
(256) 353-0634
www.summittreestands.com

T-Buck Treestands, LLC
(888) 556-1410
www.t-buck.com
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